MASS NOTIFICATION
FOR SCHOOL SAFETY
They say good news travels fast, and bad news travels even
faster. And we think it should! In emergency situations, every
second counts when it comes to first responders and those
at risk – fast, reliable and intrusive mass notification
systems can save lives.

MEET ALYSSA’S LAW REQUIREMENTS
Leverage our mobile panic button and wearable devices to connect directly with local law enforcement.

REACH EVERYONE
Utilize intrusive text and audio delivered to every communication channel available so no
one misses a message.

DEPLOY INSTANT ALERTS
Distribute text and audio messages the moment an incident occurs.

InformaCast is a mass notification system that enhances school safety by meeting critical regulations
like Alyssa’s Law so panic button alerts can provide a direct connection for students and staff in need
with local law enforcement. It excels in the three most critical areas of effective message delivery:
speed, reach and intrusiveness to get information to the people who need it, the moment they need it.

K-12 Use Cases

ACTIVE SHOOTER

ALYSSA’S LAW
Use the panic button in the InformaCast app
or integrate with wearable panic buttons to
connect directly with local law enforcement.
PAGING AND INTERCOM
Utilize live audio paging, ad hoc audio,
two-way handsfree intercom and push-to talk
functionalities with desk phones, IP speakers,
and existing analog overhead systems.

Easily lockdown or evacuate buildings with text,
audio, and visual messages that relay clear,
actionable instructions.
PANIC BUTTONS
Discretely trigger emergency notifications from
phone soft keys, call buttons, keyboard function
keys, low-voltage relay buttons, and our mobile app.
IOT INTEGRATIONS

Schedule school bells for an entire year
and make adjustments with ease.

Trigger mass notifications to and from other
physical systems, including fire alarms, entry
access systems, light control systems, eyewash
stations, and AED cabinet doors.

911 ALERTING

SEVERE WEATHER

Notify administrators when 911 is dialed and
listen to near real-time recordings to
understand the context of the situation unfolding.

Monitor live feeds from the National Weather
Service and automatically trigger an emergency
notification when severe weather approaches.

SCHEDULED SCHOOL BELLS
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